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Introduction
I have more than 25 years’ experience as a professional writer. I began my career as an
associate editor for National Real Estate Investor and later moved to senior editor at Site
Selection Magazine. In both roles, I wrote feature articles, cover articles, news columns, and
web stories.
I moved to corporate communications in 2002. In my first role at Georgia Electric
Membership Corporation, I was responsible for producing weekly electronic newsletters for
the statewide association of Georgia’s 42 (now 41) electric cooperatives. During the
legislative session, I also produced weekly newsletters for the group’s Government Relations
team, as well as quarterly print newsletters for the Economic Development department. I
also produced the organizations annual report, web content, email campaigns, print ads,
partnership marketing materials, press releases, presentations, and speeches.
From there, I became a brand journalist/senior manager of corporate communications for
JLL, a global commercial real estate firm. I have since written (and often designed) the
following types of communications for Georgia Tech Manufacturing Institute, Georgia Tech
Professional Education, Habitat for Humanity International, Ingenious Med, Healthgrades,
and Hemophilia of Georgia:
• e-newsletters
• blogs
• social media campaigns (ads and posts)
• email campaigns
• websites
• thought leadership initiatives (including white papers and case studies)
• speeches
• presentations
• video scripts
Highlights are provided on the following pages.

Section One

Hemophilia of Georgia
Marketing Materials

In 2020, HoG applied for and achieved URAC accreditation, which is the gold standard of
service for specialty pharmacies. As part of that process, I was responsible for setting policies
to maintain, update, and create marketing materials. Additionally, I was required, as a oneperson marketing team, to update and create new materials as outlined by the accreditation
standards. The organization only had two brochures at the time and one had not been
updated in 13 years. I developed an entire package of materials, including:
• an HoG agency overview brochure
• a pharmacy services brochure
• a new client welcome kit
• a flyer explaining the benefits of including us in networks/on plans for the payer
relations team
• a flyer explaining our relationship with the Hemophilia Treatment Centers of
Georgia
• school in-service fact sheets for 12 rare bleeding disorders that we serve
• A set of materials explaining balances due for client pharmacy bills/co-pays and a
flyer explaining the Client Assistance Program (financial assistance).
• I also revamped the organization’s annual services infographic
Because HoG serves a growing Spanish-speaking client base, I also managed the translation
of all of these materials to Spanish.
I’ve included several samples of these materials on the following pages. You can visit the
monthly e-newsletters at the links below. I wrote all articles even if my name isn’t associated
with the article except for the stories produced by Theresa Schaffer.
• October 2020
• September 2020
• August 2020
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Patient-centric Care Management
We specialize in one thing – inherited bleeding disorders.
Since 1973, we have focused on helping people with inherited bleeding disorders live the fullest life possible.

Our Benefits to You

We understood from the beginning that providing medicine
alone would not accomplish our mission. It takes personalized care, education, community, and advocacy for fair and
equal care. Our patient-centric model includes:
• Outreach nurses
• Social workers
• Specialty pharmacists
• Legislative advocates
• A team of people who provide ongoing educational
and community-building events throughout Georgia

•

All our teams specialize
in treating and educating
those with inherited
bleeding disorders. And
most importantly, because
of our pharmacy’s 340B
status, we provide these
services at no charge.

•

As a National Hemophilia
Foundation Chapter of Excellence, our services are the gold
standard within our field. We also serve as the Regional
Core Center, providing technical assistance to 27 Hemophilia Treatment Centers throughout the U.S. Southeast, and we
support ongoing research to find a cure.

Julie Hayman, RN
Director, Payer Solutions
(470) 621-0532
jwhayman@hog.org

•

•
•
•
•
•

340B pricing provides savings
of up to 30%
Comprehensive outreach services
at no additional charge
Aggressive contracting
Services for Medicaid, Medicare
and commercial members
Focus on adherence and
appropriate use and dosage
URAC and ACHC accredited
Clinical and utilization
management
Data collection and reporting

Contact Us
Mark Jolly
Vice President, Payer Relations
(470) 621-0604
mojolly@hog.org

www.hog.org
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It takes more than medicine...

Help for Those Affected by COVID-19
Layoffs
By By Tracy Heath, Director of Communications on April 9, 2020

COVID-19 is taking a toll on jobs in Georgia. In March, unemployment claims jumped by more than
133,000 – the largest number handled by the Department of Labor in a single week. As COVID-19
cases continue to rise (now at 9,000), unemployment claims will likely climb as well.
We know this can be stressful for any family, but it is especially hard if you also deal with a costly
inherited bleeding disorder. Our Programs Department is watching the situation closely. We know
that community resources have been hit hard with so many new people accessing them.
If you are an HoG client and struggling financially because of COVID-19, please call your assigned
social worker to learn what is available to you. If you do not know your assigned social worker, call us
at 770-518-8272. We will put you in touch with the right person.

Some Good News from the State
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While it may look bleak, there is some good news. This week, the state of Georgia announced that
$600 will be added to each person’s unemployment check. The money comes from the Coronavirus
Aid, Relief, and Economic Security Act. The additional money should show up in next week’s checks
and continue through July.
If you need to file for unemployment or have questions, you can visit the Georgia Department of
Labor’s COVID-19 frequently asked questions to learn more. The state has changed some of the
rules to make it accessing unemployment easier.
For temporary layoffs, employers must file the weekly claims on your behalf.
You are not required to do a job search if you filed for unemployment on or after March 14.
Unemployment benefits are available to workers with reduced hours or those leaving work
temporarily because they are sick, need to care for a sick family member, or do not have
childcare due to school or childcare provider closings.
Unemployment benefits were extended from 14 weeks to 26 weeks.

Beyond Unemployment Insurance
For those in the metro Atlanta area, the United Way of Greater Atlanta and the Community
Foundation for Greater Atlanta created the COVID-19 Response and Recovery Fund. The two
groups pledged $1.5 million to start the fund. They will continue to raise money from individual
donors, corporate partners, and foundations.
The new fund will focus on providing services to high-risk groups such as:
Seniors
Families with children who normally get free or reduced meals at school
Families who need childcare
Homeowners or renters who could be evicted
Hourly, low-wage workers
If you need help, please visit the United Way of Greater Atlanta’s 2-1-1 Contact Center.

Changes to Georgia Health Insurance Rules
This week, the Georgia Insurance Commissioner also directed health insurance companies to refrain
from canceling policies if they have not received payment until further notice for people covered
under plans not sponsored by their employer.
For those who lost employer-sponsored plans, your options for continued coverage include:
The Consolidated Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act (COBRA) – This federal law requires
employers of at least 20 employees to give you 60 days to choose COBRA coverage. COBRA
lets you extend your insurance coverage from 18 to 36 months. You may be required to pay a
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premium for the COBRA continuation coverage.
Affordable Care Act Special Enrollment Period – If you have lost qualified health coverage in
the past 60 days or expect to lose it in the next 60 days, you may qualify for a special
enrollment period. Under this law, if you were covered with a premium paid in advance for the
month of termination, you get to keep that coverage for the rest of the month by law. There is
no 2 percent premium added to the cost of coverage as seen with COBRA.
Georgia’s Continuation Law – If you lost coverage from an employer-based small group plan
(fewer than 20 employees), you have the option for a 90-day coverage package under this law.
Again, if you were covered with a premium paid in advance for the month of termination, you
get to keep that coverage for the month. Once that month is over, you can then submit for
coverage continuation. There is no extra 2 percent premium for this option either.
We will update you on other news and resources as we learn about them. If you have questions,
please call our social workers at 770-518-8272.
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HoG Changes Office Staffing in Response
to COVID-19
By Tracy Heath, Director of Communications on March 17, 2020

As the COVID-19 outbreak plays out, we are adjusting our processes to keep clients and staff safe
and healthy. The Hemophilia of Georgia staff will begin working a modified office schedule to reduce
the number of people in the office while minimizing the impact to customer service.
Primary changes that affect clients include:
Our phones will be staffed between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m. instead of 7 a.m. to 5 p.m. until further
notice.
Our pharmacies will operate in small teams that will rotate out. This means we will have fewer
people in the pharmacies at one time to fill prescriptions. As a result, we ask that pharmacy
patients place orders early so you have what you need when you need it.
Orders can be placed online at any time day or night. Online ordering requires a MyHoG account. If
you do not have an account, you can set one up here. You can also order by phone at 770-518-8272.
Currently, we are not experiencing any issues with our pharmaceutical suppliers or our delivery
vendors. If we have any changes in service, we will provide updates on our blog and our social media
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accounts as quickly as possible. If you have questions, please contact us at 770-518-8272.
Also, we want to remind all clients that we have made the following updates to our in-home visit
procedures:
Outreach staff will call prior to a home visit and ask the following types of questions before
scheduling a visit.
Have you traveled internationally in the last 14 days to countries with high rates of
COVID-19?
Have you had any signs or symptoms of a respiratory infection, such as a fever, cough,
and sore throat?
In the last 14 days, have you had contact with someone with or under investigation for
COVID-19 or who is ill with respiratory illness?
Do you reside in a community where community-based spread of COVID-19 is
occurring?
If a client answers yes to any of these questions, the home visit may be postponed if it is
deemed non-essential.
For essential home visits, our outreach staff are required to wear additional protective
clothing (gowns, masks and gloves) to shield both the client and outreach staff member.
We will continue to monitor the situation and adjust our procedures accordingly. Please follow us on
social media and check back here on our blog regularly for updates.
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Client Assistance Program
Did you know that you could be eligible for financial
assistance with high deductibles and insurance copayments? Our Client Assistance Program (CAP) is
available to assist with these costs for any insured
client who purchases pharmaceutical products from
our pharmacy and who meets certain financial-need
requirements.
To be considered for CAP, contact your assigned HoG
social worker to discuss eligibility and to request an
application. We will need to document your financial
status to grant assistance, and an application is
required to be considered for the program.

Don’t be burdened by the cost of your
medication. Contact us today to find out
more.

Social Workers
Jazzmine Brown
Christi Humphrey
Alayna Sipple
Jacob Sobel

Phone
(770) 518-8272
(800) 866-4366

Visit Us Online
www.hog.org

Contact Us

Serving the inherited
bleeding disorder
community since 1973

8607 Roberts Drive
Suite 150 A
Sandy Springs, GA 30350-2237
770.518.8272
www.hog.org

8607 Roberts Drive
Suite 150 B
Sandy Springs, GA 30350-2237
770.709.0124
www.beaconpharmacy.net
A wholly owned HoG subsidiary serving Georgia
Medicaid clients only

Reviewed: 03.19.2020 | Revised: 03.19.2020

Our Pharmacy Services
Specialized & Comprehensive Care
for People with Inherited Bleeding
Disorders

At Your Convenience
We help take the hassle out of treating and
managing your chronic condition. To make
life a little easier for you, we offer:

Regular assessments to ensure you are
getting the best care possible
24-hour online ordering
24/7 access to trained pharmacists
Prescription reminder program
Free safety and prevention products

More than a Pharmacy
At Hemophilia of Georgia, our pharmacists
play a critical role in your comprehensive care
team. For more than four decades, we have
focused solely on serving those with hemophilia, von Willebrand Disease and other inherited
bleeding disorders.
Our pharmacists are trained and experienced in
working with inherited bleeding disorders. We
coordinate your care with health care providers
at the Hemophilia Treatment Centers (HTCs)
and find the best care plan for your specific
needs.
As your specialty pharmacy, we provide factor
and other medications to treat your bleeding
disorder, as well as home-infusion supplies.
Because of our 340B status, we purchase factor
at a lower cost and we pass those savings onto

Pharmaceutical recall notifications
you. Additionally, all pharmacy products can
be shipped directly to your home or office.
Our 340B status also allows us to assign you an
HoG outreach nurse and social worker at no
additional charge. Our outreach team will visit
your home, teach you how to manage your
bleeding disorder, and answer your questions.
The money from your pharmacy orders also
helps support:
• Camp Wannaklot, Georgia’s only
summer camp for children with
inherited bleeding disorders
• Scholarships
• Client dinners and other educational
events for all ages
• HTCs and operations
• Medical research

Printable treatment calendars
In-home nursing and social worker
visits

Hemophilia
The Facts
•

•
•
•
•

A person with a hemophilia has blood that does not clot like
it should.
◦ It mostly affects males but can cause a milder version
in females.
◦ There is no cure.
◦ It is a life-long condition.
People with hemophilia do not bleed faster than normal but
have a harder time stopping the bleeding.
Bleeding inside the body is the main problem. A person will
not die from small cuts or scrapes.
Severity levels are mild, moderate and severe.
It may take medicine and/or blood products to help control
the bleeding.

Common Bleeding Issues
•
•
•
•

Mouth bleeds
Heavier bleeding with small cuts and scrapes
Joints: knees, elbows ankles (long-term can lead to arthritis
and inability to the joint)
Traumatic injuries (life-threatening if located in head, neck,
eye, throat, or abdomen)

School Considerations
•
•

Some people may have more bleeding episodes than others,
depending on severity.
Please allow for a 504 plan if indicated.

If You Suspect a Joint Bleed
•
•
•
•

Ask the student if s/he is having a joint bleed. (The student is
trained to identify bleeds.)
Look for warmth, pain, lack of use, or guarding.
Contact the parent and school nurse.
Allow student to give replacement factor by intravenous
infusion if instructed to by the parent or physician.

First Aid for Minor Bleeding
•
•
•

•
•

Rest, Ice, Compression,
Elevation
Cuts and scrapes: clean,
apply pressure, and bandage
Nosebleeds: hold head
straight (not back) and apply
pressure
Mouth bleeds: apply ice or
cold compress
Headache (not from injury):
give Tylenol only. If not
relieved in two hours or
accompanied by other
symptoms, contact the
parent.

Emergency Bleeding
•

•
•

•

Head: nausea, vomiting,
headache, confusion, blurred
vision, loss of consciousness
Eye: trauma and bleeding
into and around the eye
Neck and throat: pain,
swelling, difficulty
swallowing or breathing
Abdomen: trauma to
abdomen, acute tenderness,
pain or swelling

In an Emergency:
•
•
•
•

Call 911.
Inform the parent.
Notify EMS the child has a
bleeding disorder.
Contact the Hemophilia
Treatment Center.

Phone Number

Benefits of Physical Activity
•

•
•
•
•
•

Promotes overall physical fitness by improving
° Cardiovascular fitness
° Muscular fitness
° Bone health
° Body composition/weight
° Cognitive function
° Academic performance
° Sleep
° Self-esteem
° Self-confidence
° Energy
Reduces feelings of anxiety and depression
Reduces fatigue
Increases balance and coordination
Promotes a spirit of participation and involvement
Lowers the risk of
° Spontaneous joint bleeds
° Heart disease
° Stroke
° High blood pressure
° Type 2 diabetes
° Colon cancer

Bruising is
a common
occurrence for
people with
congenital
bleeding
disorders

Which Sports Are Safe?
•
•
•
•

AVOID HIGH-IMPACT SPORTS such as football, boxing,
hockey, rugby, and wrestling.
Encourage low-impact sports such as running, aquatics, and
golf.
Always consult parents regarding any participation in sports.
Look for activity ratings in the Playing It Safe materials
provided by the National Hemophilia Foundation.

Hemophilia of Georgia
8607 Roberts Drive
Suite 150
Sandy Springs, GA 30350-2237
www.hog.org
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Section Two

Ingenious Med

Marketing Communications
Ingenious Med is a healthcare IT/Saas company. I was part of a four-person team, where I
served as the sole writer for all content. In this role, I wrote approximately 30 new marketing
pieces for the sales team, new web content for a rebranding effort, all email campaigns,
social media posts, press releases, white papers, cases studies, and wrote the CEO blogs. I
also produced all internal communications, which included a monthly newsletter, intranet
updates, and employee engagement campaigns.
In my time there, we had three CEOs, and with each new CEO, the marketing team was
asked to conduct a complete rebranding of the organization. I mention this only to explain
that the materials on the following pages do not have a consistent look and feel because I
pulled materials from each of the brands and some individual campaigns. Regardless of the
look, however, I was responsible for writing all of the content. On the following pages you
will find:
• a marketing tip sheet for one of the product’s newest barcode scanning capabilities
• two case studies of one identified and one unidentified client
• a set of banner ads
• two emails for our “Right Side of Healthcare” national road trip campaign
• three quarterly product release emails — the last two are for the same releasee but
one was aimed at administrators and the other was for care team members who
would not have the same admin updates
• seven product tip sheets used by our sales team (before first rebrand)
• four CEO blog posts

Barcode Scanning
®

BENEFITS
• Streamlines physician
workflows for finding
and adding patients by
reducing administrative
tasks
• Improves mobile charge
capture activity at the
point of service
• Reconciles patient lists
for specialists’ rounding

Barcode Scanning Eases Specialists’ Workflow
Ingenious Med’s new barcode scanning capabilities were designed
with the specialist in mind. Now, physicians can avoid patient
searches and manual data entry for consult patients and populate
patient identification data quickly and easily into our application.
Typically, consults are ordered and noted in the facility’s EHR
but, unfortunately, EHRs do not recognize these as registration
or ADT events. As a result, the patient’s identification data does
not populate onto the physician’s rounding list within Ingenious
Med. But now, with our new barcode scanning tool, the patient’s
data is simply a scan away.
The consulting physician can simply scan the barcode on the
patient’s face sheet located at the nurses station, and Ingenious
Med will either:

• Reduces charge lag and
missing charges

• Automatically add the patient to the physician’s rounding
list from active or archived patient records or

• Boosts utilization of
Ingenious Med mobile
application

• Populate a new patient screen if no records are found.

• Enhances physician
satisfaction

In both cases, the patient ID data will appear automatically
in a New Bill screen so the physician can instantly drop a bill.
By streamlining this process, specialists save time and optimize
their workflow, and the healthcare system improves mobile charge
capture activity at the point of service and reduces charge lag.

Imagine That. Ingenious. | 404.815.0862

|

ingeniousmed.com

Adventist Health
System
SUMMARY
Organization:
Adventist Health System
Location:
Implemented in five of nine
states served
Size:
30 of system’s 45 campuses
Number of Physicians:
600 of system’s 1,955 physicians
Top-line Requirements:
Workflow standardization through
policy change, implementation
of the new billing system, new
inpatient capture tool

“A key benefit of engaging
[Ingenious Med’s] professional
services is enhanced
communication.”
- Sarah Frederick, Ingenious
Med analyst at Adventist

Ingenious Med Professional Services Boost App
Adoption Rates for Adventist Health System
Challenge
Adventist Health System, one of the largest healthcare systems in the
country, sought to complement the statewide implementation of a new
billing system with the rollout of Ingenious Med. The goal of the expanded
initiative was to consolidate the central billing office and standardize charge
capture so that practices could improve revenue cycles as new workflow
processes went into effect with the launch of the billing system.
It was a complex rollout, with a need to coordinate across Adventist’s
network of 30 hospitals throughout five states, each of which had different
systems and processes already in place for charge capture and reporting.
To simplify the initiative, Adventist separated the rollout into four waves.
Despite this precautionary step, a lack of resources dedicated to
pre-implementation planning and communication resulted in a low
adoption rate among the first wave of practices.
“After that first wave, our executive leadership recognized that dedicated
resources would greatly improve implementation,” sa s Sarah Frederick,
Ingenious Med analyst at Adventist. “There was a bit of ‘starry-eyed’
syndrome in the initial phase when everyone felt that simply having a new
application would instantly automate charge capture processes. However,
you still need people in place to support implementation at each practice
and ensure everything meets organizational standards.”
To increase adoption rates and ensure smooth transitions in successive
waves, Adventist required an expert resource who understood the network’s
revenue cycle goals and could work with practices on an individual basis to
ensure full implementation and proper utilization.

Solution
Adventist engaged Ingenious Med’s professional services team to improve
the adoption rate of its new application. The team conducted workflow

Adventist Health System
analyses for practice management, administrators and the revenue cycle
departments to identify obstacles and address them prior to go-live.
Representatives from Ingenious Med’s professional services team conducted
detailed interviews with key practice leaders and shadowed administrators
–particularly those in the revenue cycle and clinical resources divisions–to
understand the current processes used to capture and report charges.
Based on the onsite interviews and shadow assessments, professional
services compiled findings, a workflow analysis, and recommendations.
Upon approval from practice leadership, professional services then served
as the dedicated resource to implement the recommendations across
Adventist's network.
Assistance offered by professional services continued after go-live with 60day assessments at each practice. The team applied best practices for census
management and billing reconciliation to ensure that the correct processes
were in place to minimize loss of revenue, as well as modified practitioners’
habits to improve the charge capture and workflow productivity.
“A key benefit of engaging [Ingenious Med’s] professional services is
enhanced communication,” says Frederick. “With a large corporate structure,
it can be challenging to reach every user with finite detail. In one case, there
was a miscommunication with one of our regions during implementation.
However, professional services went on-site and quickly resolved the issue.
The practice was looped back into the enterprise solution best practice, and
the implementation ended up being one of our most successful.”

Results
Adventist’s decision to leverage Ingenious Med’s professional services as a
fundamental part of its billing transformation resulted in a higher adoption
rate of the application, as well as fewer charge capture and reporting issues.
“Adventist prioritized having a standard layer of technology and processes
in place to ensure there would be no loss of revenue across its organization,”
says Eric Bertelson, manager of professional services at Ingenious Med.
“Corporate leadership understood that achieving this goal meant not only
finding the right technology, but also implementing it correctly. However,
this is easier said than done given how busy practices are day in and day out.
That’s where Ingenious Med’s professional services comes into play. As a
dedicated resource to the organization, we're ideally positioned to help
practitioners correct bad habits and understand the best ways to use our
solution so they can improve charge capture and workflow productivity.”
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Large National
Health System
SUMMARY

Ingenious Med Professional Services Optimizes
Workflows, Application ROI for National Health System

Organization:
Large National Health System

Challenge

Location:
Georgia
Size:
4 facilities
Number of Physicians:
305
Top-line Requirements:
Optimize workflows to increase
efficiencies for physicians and the
revenue cycle department

“We have seen a 10x return
with Ingenious Med and the
use of their suggestions.”
- Client’s regional information
officer

Have you ever purchased a software package such as Excel and know you’re
using only the most basic of its capabilities? One large national health system
had that same experience with its Ingenious Med purchase. The four-facility
Georgia network had invested in Ingenious Med five years earlier, and it saw
improvements in charge capture and revenue cycle management right away.
But as time passed, the organization wasn’t keeping the app updated and
usage was declining. Looking beneath the surface, they realized that no one
was responsible for their professional fee revenue cycle. If there had been,
this person would have ensured the application was being used to its fullest
potential. Additionally, workflows had not been revised to properly
accommodate the best practices reflected in the new tool. As a result,
physicians reverted to their old habits and the network saw an increase in
charge lag and missing charges.
The healthcare system, however, knew that the Ingenious Med app could
help remedy this, but the organization itself needed to make some changes
first. It was aware of its disparate set of IT infrastructures and that
implementing the Enterprise Billing tool within the Ingenious Med app
would resolve many issues. But the group still did not have a resource it
could dedicate to these changes. Therefore, it turned to Ingenious Med’s
professional services to act as a dedicated resource and change agent.
Once professional services came onboard and conducted an end-to-end
analysis, additional performance challenges were uncovered, including:
•

Census Management: The census at each facility was not up to date
primarily because all census management was performed manually.

•

Charge Capture: Charge capture models varied greatly; physicians
were unsure if they were over- or under-coding.

•

Care Coordination: Clinicians continued to use traditional, timeconsuming approaches like phone calls to coordinate care.

Large National Health System
•

Biller/Coder Workflows: High volume of missing charges from
procedure-based groups and no formalized reconciliation process.

•

Administrative Workflows: Administrators were using manual
processes for reports and reconciliation, and there was no
standardization for reports across facilities.

•

Practice Administration Workflows: Delays in receiving billing
documents and a need to constantly enter referring physicians.
Additionally, the team learned that the biggest barrier to patient
throughput was the time it took to complete the consult.

Solution
After seeing professional service’s analysis and detailed presentation, the
system opted to move forward with all of recommendations made by the
professional services team, which included the following:
•

To resolve the census management issues, professional services
recommended more involvement from practice administrators and
clinicians and implemented a “force pop” to auto-populate the
census.

•

For charge capture and care coordination, Ingenious Med
implemented a point-of-care charge capture workflow, a redesign of
the network’s Superbill, and training on the app’s care communication
and collaboration tools.

•

Professional services responded to the biller/coder issues by
implementing and training the team on the Enterprise Billing tool’s
auto-flagging (for missing charges), as well as the analytics and
reporting capabilities, bill chat (for secure messaging between coders
and physicians), and MasterCoder (to reduce coding errors).

•

The simple fix for the administrative workflows involved training
administrators on how to use the application’s analysis and reporting
tools and inform them of best practices in terms of data analysis.

•

And finally, for the practice administration challenges, they granted
access to key decision makers so all could leverage the data, and
trained users on how to use the app’s bills matrix, reports and chat
features.

Results
The Georgia network embraced all of the changes and has reported much
higher overall satisfaction. In fact, after the initial consultation, the healthcare
2

Large National Health System
system expanded its original agreement with professional services to launch
six additional projects.
At a high level, the changes removed silos that had become an obstacle
to overall success. Professional services established an internal steering
committee to provide structure to and ownership of application usage.
On a more tactical level, the new census management workflows provided
more accurate rounding lists and reduced care delays. Capabilities such as
filters and flags within the Enterprise Billing tool allowed back-office
employees to more efficiently scrub bills prior to sending charges to the
practice management software.
The healthcare system also realized greater billing accuracy by using real-time
metrics and other in-app tools which resulted in lower denials and improved
overall revenues.
“We have seen a 10x return with Ingenious Med and the use of their
suggestions,” said the system’s regional information officer. “We have seen
improved accuracy of coding with improvements in compliance and revenue.
We are using the communications platform to coordinate care and then we
use the data to make adjustments. I only wish we would have done it four
years ago.”
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SUBJECT: Take a Ride with Ingenious Med to “The Right Side of
Healthcare”

Tracy,
Ingenious Med hits the road on May 2 for a nationwide, 52-week bus tour to help healthcare
providers lower costs through improved quality of care – or as we like to call it, “The Right Side
of Healthcare.”

Why Stop by Our Bus?
Shifting from volume to value can be a tricky road to travel. Ingenious Med can serve as your
navigation system to find the best route toward value-based care. Drop by The Right Side of
Healthcare Express to:
o Connect one on one with Ingenious Med executives
o Learn how to drive change within your organization via our latest product features and
partnerships
o Get up to speed on how our Professional Services can improve workflows to meet your
strategic goals
Whether you steer toward our award-winning, point-of-care platform, One by Ingenious Med
(IM1), or our consultation services, our goal is to enable health systems to align care teams,
maximize revenues and, most importantly, improve patient outcomes.
Join us on the journey and together we will change the direction of the healthcare industry.
Click here to learn when we will be in your area or to schedule a stop.

SUBJECT: Remember The Right Side of Healthcare Tour Is Coming Soon!

Hello Tracy!
We're excited you're taking the journey with us to "The Right Side of Healthcare.” As we
discussed, our bus will be rolling up to your facility on December 16, 2016.

What to Expect
The Right Side of Healthcare Express is a mobile Ingenious Med experience. While we may
tailor each stop differently, you can depend on:
o
o
o
o

Live demos of our award-winning platform and partner solutions
Details on our consulting team's experience in helping providers improve workflows
One-on-one meetings with Ingenious Med executives in our mobile conference room
Fun activities and prizes

Share the news with your entire staff. We encourage everyone to come by our bus to learn
about The Right Side of Healthcare and how Ingenious Med serves as the navigation system to
get you there.
See you soon!

SUBJECT: Spring 2016 IM1 Release Coming Soon!

Tracy,
Ingenious Med is happy to announce our latest updates to our patient encounter platform.
Updates will roll out Monday, April 4. The release will be available in your test database on
March 28.

What's New?
The Spring 2016 release focuses on new and improved administrator functionality, including:
Resident and student roles are now available. Admins can quickly and easily add new students
and residents as they come on board, as well as conduct mass deletions of student accounts as
needed.
Enterprise Billing performance enhancements include:
o Accessibility to patient forms
o Time entry values print on billing reports
o Faster load times for patient lists
For more details, please review the full release notes here.
If you have further questions, please contact your Ingenious Med account manager.

SUBJECT: Ingenious Med Rolls Out Group Chat

Hello Tracy,
In the coming weeks, we will roll out the Fall 2015 web release (v2.1.0.0) of One by Ingenious
Med (IM1). For admin users, the release focuses on two key areas of functionality: group chat
and custom flagging rules.

Group Chat Highlights
Care coordination gets a boost with these chat capabilities:
o Group messages can be sent to multiple recipients.
o New people can be added to an existing conversation.
o Users can leave a group chat when they are ready.
To be fully compatible, however, mobile app users must be running v3.6.0 or above.

Custom Flagging Rules Enhancements
For admins, we have further enhanced the conditional flagging capabilities introduced in
v2.0.0.0, which were developed in partnership with a small group of clients. Functionalities
include:
Advanced rule sets can be created to evaluate charges based on CPT codes, users creating
the charges and/or insurance information.
Charges can be conditionally flagged for review in the Enterprise Billing platform.
For full details, please view our release notes here.

SUBJECT: Ingenious Med Rolls Out Group Chat

Hello Tracy,
In the coming weeks, we will roll out the Fall 2015 web release (v2.1.0.0) of One by Ingenious
Med (IM1). This release continues to improve care coordination efforts for our clients with the
much anticipated group chat capabilities.

Group Chat Highlights
o Group messages can be sent to multiple recipients.
o New people can be added to an existing conversation.
o Users can leave a group chat when they are ready.
To be fully compatible, however, mobile app users must be running v3.6.0 or above.
For full details, please view our release notes here.

Document Image Capture
®

BENEFITS
• Centralizes all
documents in a
single system, offering
greater, easier access
for coders and billers
• Minimizes risk of
compliance issues
and audits
• Improves billing
efficiency and
accuracy
• Reduces costs and
resource allocation
by streamlining
workflows

Avoid Audits & Reduce Denials
Avoiding audits and reducing claim denials are becoming
increasingly challenging tasks for health care providers.
Practice management groups and other organizations often
struggle accessing patient medical records across facilities,
particularly as they expand encounter locations to sites
such as post-acute facilities. They run the risk of negative
compliance audit outcomes or reduced reimbursements
if documentation and submitted claims are not in sync.
To help revenue cycle operations improve this critical
workflow, Ingenious Med recently added Document Image
Capture capabilities to centralize documentation within the
application. It is a proactive, cost-effective approach that
will help ensure profitability and protect against fines and
penalties. Further, it offers revenue cycle personnel easier
access to clinical notes which are used to validate the nature
of the procedure or service, saving time and frustration.
Additionally, there is less back and forth communication
between coder and physician which improves satisfaction
among all users.

• Improves physician
satisfaction and
reduces time spent on
administrative tasks

With increasingly rigid regulations, physicians face greater
liability and pressure to address improper coding, denials,
and fines in environments where coders are not present.
Document Image Capture allows physicians to capture images
of clinical notes and patient documentation on their mobile
devices and store them securely within the Ingenious Med
application. The captured images can be used to identify
discrepancies in coding or provide the much needed
documentation to back up their charge submissions,
minimizing errors and claim denials.
Shore up compliance before auditors and fines arrive
at your door!
To learn more about our Document Image Capture capabilities
and how it can help you avoid compliance challenges and audits,
contact your sales representative or account manager.
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INGENIOUS MED SECURITY
Is My Data Secure?
With ongoing cyber threats, staying HIPAA-compliant and
secure is at the top of our minds at Ingenious Med. We take
numerous steps to ensure your organization’s and your patients’
data are secure. From mobile device to data storage, we go
above and beyond the standard in-house server to safeguard
your data. From a mobile device and platform standpoint, we
ensure that data exchanges are HIPAA-compliant by:
• Utilizing the Minimum Necessary rule, meaning users only
have access to the minimum amount of personal health
information required to properly conduct their function
• Removing identifiers
• Encrypting all data during transmission from mobile device
to the EMR
• Assigning individual log-ins for each device/license
• Timing out when the application has not been in use for
a specific timeframe
• ADT and billing interfaces utilize a secure VPN tunnel and
HL7 protocol
• Transactional data into and out of the application uses HTTPS
across the public internet
• Data at rest within our secure data center is SQL encrypted
• Data resident on a mobile device is AES128 encrypted
• Intrusion detection is in place 24X7 at our data center, and
redundant firewalls (F5) are in place

What about the Cloud?
There is that critical moment when data leaves a mobile device
and enters the cloud before landing in the EMR. Ingenious Med
has invested heavily in making the transmission of data highly
secure. We partner with managed cloud-computing data security
company RackSpace to provide the highest level of security
possible. Here are some of the highlights of the security
protocols in place:
• Ingenious Med utilizes single-tenancy, dedicated servers
that comply with PCI DSS, HIPAA, SOX and FISMA
guidelines and all servers are clustered (redundant and
failover aware)
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INGENIOUS MED SECURITY
• All data passes through a Web Application Firewall, blocking
non-essential traffic
• Load balancers terminate SSL traffic and normalize TCP
traffic, which protects against insertion and evasion
network attacks
• RackSpace provides 365x24x7 security around Ingenious
Med dedicated servers
• Servers and data centers are secured by keycard protocols,
biometric scanning protocols, and around-the-clock interior
and exterior surveillance
• Access is limited to authorized data center personnel only
• Data center employees undergo thorough background
security checks
Additionally, Ingenious Med has IDS Intrusion Detection in
place, subscribe to Whitehat for vulnerability scanning and
elimination, and we have several security certifications in place.

BENEFITS OF CLOUD-BASED PLATFORMS
Cloud-base

On-site

• No infrastructure costs

• Heavy investment in infrastructure

• IT support provided by Ingenious Med
• Unlimited data storage capacity

VS

• Requires on-staff personnel for IT support
• Requires investment in additional data storage

• Consistent, fast data deployment

• Data deployment slows as data size grows

• Redundant

• No redundancy for system/power failure
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PQRS AND INGENIOUS MED
Avoid PQRS Penalties with
Ingenious Med’s Free Registry
Although PQRS penalties remain at 2%, PhysicianValue-based Purchasing (P-VBP) penalties could
potentially cost you up to an additional 4% in fines
if you are not compliant with reporting. Maximum
P-VBP penalties automatically apply if a group does
not report enough PQRS data.
To help you avoid incurring such penalties, Ingenious
Med offers a free CMS-certified PQRS registry as
part of its award-winning patient encounter platform,
One by Ingenious Med (IM1). The cost savings for each
physician avoiding these penalties is more than enough
to cover the cost of the user’s license. And even more
importantly, IM1 clients utilizing this feature enjoy a 100%
success rate.

IM1’s PQRS REGISTRY VS. CLAIMS FILING?
REGISTRY FILING

CLAIMS FILING

100% success rate with IM1

< 50% success rate nationwide

Performance is known immedietely

10- to 11-month delay in CMS notification

Answers can be edited until annual submission

No editing once submitted at the time of claim

Data submitted directly to CMS

Filed in the “sea of claims data”

Already filed claims data?
Not a problem.
You can still use IM1’s PQRS registry and improve your chances
for success. CMS always honors the data stream that reflects
the physician most positively.
To learn more, visit www.ingeniousmed.com/resources/pqrs/.
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KLAS AND INGENIOUS MED
Ingenious Med: No. 1 in KLAS for
Two Years in a Row
For the second consecutive year, One by Ingenious Med
(IM1), the nation’s leading patient encounter platform,
was named the Category Leader for mobile data systems
by independent research firm KLAS. The key differentiator?
It’s robustness. IM1 is an integrated, point-of-care solution
that provides care team coordination and communication,
documentation tools, charge capture and basic analytics
for improving workflows.

2015/2016

Recognized as the voice of healthcare providers, KLAS
acts as a catalyst for improving health IT performance by
conducting customer satisfaction studies on vendors.
The 2015 Best in KLAS: Software and Services report then
ranks health IT vendors based on this customer feedback.
We’re honored that our clients ranked us No. 1 yet again!

Here’s what our customers have to say:

“A reliable and user-friendly solution that we have used for over a decade.
Ingenious Med has contributed to our group’s 600% growth over the last decade
and has supported our management with scalable solutions. . . It is increasingly
important to have a firm grip on accessible and credible data. Ingenious Med
gets us there.”

“Just about perfect. We have almost 200 doctors on it, and we are getting very
positive feedback. . . They like how easy it is to look up and input new patients.
MasterCoder is a phenomenal piece of functionality. It uses a decision tree to take
users through the process of finding the right code. The doctors really like that
it is intuitive.”

“It keeps us in business. I am the director of our group, and without [it], it is
essentially impossible for us to prove our need for additional staffing, the financial
benefit we are providing the hospital, and what our doctors are doing, compared
to other groups. So having the ability to analyze our collections is essential.”
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Partnering to Advance Healthcare
Ingenious Med, provider of the nation’s leading patient encounter platform, actively
pursues opportunities to integrate and extend improvements in healthcare workflows.
Our partnership with athenahealth is a prime example.
Our point-of-care technology, One by Ingenious Med (IM1), provides care coordination,
documentation, charge capture and analytics tools to simplify the physician and care
team workflow and collect critical data for both electronic medical records and revenue
cycle management. Through our involvement in athena’s More Disruption Please (MDP)
program, IM1 seamlessly integrates with athenaHealth solutions to maximize efficiencies
and improve quality of care.

Benefits of the IM1 mobile app:
• Physician schedules are pulled into IM1
from athenaNet, allowing you to toggle
between scheduled and unscheduled
events
• Coordinate plans and communicate via
secure messaging with the entire care
team
• Code quickly and confidently with IM1
tools (all CPT and ICD-10 codes available)
• Improve documentation with embedded
voice dictation and transcription services
• Take advantage of IM1’s free PQRS registry
• Feed billing data from mobile devices
directly into athenaCollector
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This is the sixteenth installment of a multi-part blog series by Hart
Williford, CEO and president of Ingenious Med.
After years of ramping up new companies, I have learned a few key
elements that are mandatory for successful growth. One of the most
important components is to build a high-performance team with whom you
enjoy working. Success is a long journey and, although you may reach
milestones, you seldom reach a final destination. So, it is important to
surround yourself with competent individuals who are aligned around what it
takes to make a successful company.
Business is dynamic. It requires commitment to continuous improvement
and constant change. You have to ensure robust processes and continue to scale. To achieve this, you
must have the right people in place and the right culture to motivate them. Build a team that enjoys
being and working together. Above all else, that is what it takes to have explosive growth and success.
In my experience, I have found the best way to motivate people is with the carrot, not the stick. Of
course you need to hold your team accountable, but generally, the most you need to say to someone
is, “Come on, you can be better than that.” The greatest feeling any leader ever has comes with trusting
and recognizing your entire team for contributing to the success of the company. Let me explain why.
The employees of Ingenious Med are a team of bright, well-educated, genuinely phenomenal people
who truly care, deep down, about the work they do. I am proud to lead an organization where everyone
works so hard to go above and beyond. I and the rest of the leadership team thoroughly enjoy working
beside each and every one of our employees. As a team, they are eager to bring winning
performances, to exceed expectations and prove they are the best.
It’s incredible.
Now, if you’ve ever read the book “Good to Great,” you know there are different types of leaders. There
are the ones who think everything gets done because of them. Then there are the leaders who people
want to follow. Those are the leaders who realize success is not about them as individuals; success is
about the team. Those are called “level 5 leaders,” and they understand success is more than their
ability to lead a large group — it takes the entire team owning their roles to reach the top.
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Now, I can be a CEO, a leader, but I also realize that I can always hire people as my direct reports that
can do specific functions better than I can. I always look for a better vice president of sales, a better
COO, a stronger head of marketing and HR. I seek people who are much more capable than me at
their role — all the way down to entry level. A company is a hard-working collection of specialists,
especially our company.
So, you know, I like to think that I’m that kind of leader naturally — the “it’s not about me, it’s about we”
type. I also think it is extremely important to reflect that attitude in the way you motivate, delegate and
compensate. My philosophy runs counter to the way many large companies operate today by not
focusing on the C-suite — the people at the top. In any organization, senior leadership will always be
compensated highly, but it is equally important that your entire team be well compensated. If you take
care of your team, then your team will take care of you.
I have always felt this way. In a previous leadership position at a large organization, I was encouraged
by the head of the company to manage my people down from a 5% salary increase to a 3% increase. If
I could achieve this, he said, it would significantly and positively impact my bonus. I responded, “You
think I would pay my people less to increase my bonus?” He laughed and left the room saying that he
had forgotten that I was the only direct report he had that wouldn’t jump at the opportunity. I left that
organization a few weeks later.
When you become a CEO, you realize the corporate strategy is yours to decide. It is important to
remain grounded and recognize it is not about you; it’s about the team. If the team works together and
achieves goals together, then everyone wins together.
Our board, senior executives and I all strongly believe that, as Ingenious Med increases in value over
time through the hard work of everyone, then all of our employees should reap the benefits together.
That is why our strategy is to give stock options to all employees. Stock options ensure that everyone
benefits as the company grows in value. Everyone feels the pride of ownership, not just a few people at
the top.
If you ask me, that’s a pretty good carrot.

Other parts in this series:
Everyone Sells
Leverage the Past, Build the Future
All Hands on Deck: Connection and Recognition in the Growing Enterprise
Customer Service: The Goal of Near-Perfection and Opportunities for Growth
Getting Better Quicker
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This is the seventeenth installment of a multi-part blog series by Hart
Williford, CEO and president of Ingenious Med.
I have had the pleasure of helping several companies get from point a to
point b, from startup to market leader, but there always comes a time when
you must turn and look ahead to point c. In any technology company’s
lifespan, an important stepping stone is to pivot from the here and now, the
product you know, to looking onto the horizon for the products or services
yet to be. That turning point typically requires a transition from a sales-led
organization to a marketing-led one.
What exactly does it mean to be marketing led? When you are just starting
out, you are led by sales. You focus on quotas, consistently meeting numbers month after month, and
building your name and your space in the marketplace. Once you are the market leader, however, you
have to look ahead toward what the market will need in the future and how you continue to serve
customers as they grow and as the industry matures.
When I was at IBM, the day a major product was announced that product sold out for the rest of year.
Apple is on that same level. This is a company that anticipates what the market wants, builds a desire
for that product with well-crafted marketing and then, undoubtedly, breaks sales records each time a
product launches.
Being market led eliminates the need to find and sell one customer at a time. Instead, it seeds the
market.
But this doesn’t happen overnight. It is a journey. It takes tons of research to understand the market
and the needs that aren’t being served. You must identify your company’s niche and then determine
what it wants to become and where it fits in the big picture. Product roadmaps must be developed, and
they must intersect precisely with sales plans and marketing plans. Training of the entire staff – from
sales and development to account management, customer service and the person who answers the
phones – is critical. Every person in the organization must fully understand what is coming in terms of
products and services and why.
Now, this sort of pivot does not mean sales is any less important. Sales will always make or break a
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company. But to stay ahead of the game, to identify and fulfill those needs that no one else is currently
meeting, then you must look forward. Your sales will always determine the value of the company, but
being market-driven will determine the company’s value to the customer.
We are in the midst of our own pivot here at Ingenious Med. Having already taken the market leader
position, we spent several months this past year researching the market to determine what is on our
horizon, where we want to go and how we can continue to differentiate ourselves from the rest of the
market. We interviewed more than 100 healthcare professionals and met with our Leadership Circle of
16 key clients to discuss future plans and understand the challenges they face each day. We are
developing our own roadmap and aligning our teams around it to solve our clients’ future challenges.
From my own experience, I can tell you that this sort of evolution can be very successful. I led a cellular
software company through a similar change. I hired a seasoned chief marketing officer, and we
positioned ourselves in a very specific segment of the market. Once we hit that trajectory, we grew from
a $16 million company to a $128 million company in three years.
I want to point out that a pivot from sales led to marketing led is not a complete departure from what
you know, however. It is more like a pivot in basketball. You keep one foot on the ground and turn to get
a better shot.
So this is an exciting time for us and our clients. We’re mid-pivot, and the next shot we’ll be nothing but
net.

Other parts in this series:
Share the Wealth
Everyone Sells
Leverage the Past, Build the Future
All Hands on Deck: Connection and Recognition in the Growing Enterprise
Customer Service: The Goal of Near-Perfection and Opportunities for Growth
Getting Better Quicker
Motivation and Growth
Organizational Quality and Industrial Strength
The Most Beneficial Event in the Calendar
Management by Corporate Beliefs
Nurturing Work-Life Balance
Strategic Imperatives: Repeatable Success
Strategic Imperatives: Theory and Action
The Value and Motivation of Customer Surveys
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This is an installment of a multi-part blog series by Hart Williford, CEO
and president of Ingenious Med.
There is one fundamental statement that can be made in business –
everyone wants to succeed. Whether you are in healthcare or information
technology, being the best and doing the best job possible are the basis for
every business decision.
For Ingenious Med, we do our best and provide the most value when we
help our clients succeed. We do this by selling solutions rather than simply
selling a product.
But solutions selling isn’t easy. In fact, it may be the most complex type of sales there is. When you sell
a solution, you aren’t selling a piece of hardware and leaving the results solely up to the buyer. Instead,
you’re selling a workflow specific to an industry. You partner with the client to ensure that they are
getting the most out of the offering and that the partnership is helping them meet their goals. This is a
more long-term, strategic type of vendor-client relationship.
To be successful at it, however, you must commit to it as an organization and dedicate resources to
make it happen. I have found that the best way to achieve this is by taking a two-pronged staffing
approach. I like to call it the hunters and farmers model.
Hunters are the upfront sales people. They seek out potential clients, pinpoint their hot button issues
and then help them understand how the product helps address those challenges. Hunters work closely
with the client through implementation to ensure that the client is getting the best start on their journey
toward improvement.
Farmers, on the other hand, work with the client long term once the product is up and running. They
nurture the land, so to speak, to yield success. I typically call this role an account manager.
Account managers work with a portfolio of assigned clients to understand their vision and ensure that
the client uses the product to achieve long-term goals. They build trust with the client by acting as the
liaison between the client and vendor to solve issues. And, if needed, account managers may act as an
advocate to incorporate improvements in the product. It is much more than a tactical, task-oriented role.
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The account managers actually immerse themselves in the client’s vision and advise them on the best
path forward based on their knowledge of the product.
Existing customers can also depend on having a single point of contact within the vendor organization.
This provides consistency over time, which is crucial to maintaining a satisfied client base.
By working one on one in such a hands-on way, clients come to understand that the account manager
has their best interest at heart. And the account manager can then use the client’s input to enhance the
product. Ultimately, the two form a mutually symbiotic relationship where each partner helps the other
grow and succeed.
Now, some may see hunters as more critical because they bring in new revenue. However, in my eyes,
these two roles – hunters and farmers – are equally important. If you bring in new clients but lose old
ones, then you’re breaking even, not growing. You have to maintain your existing client base to actually
grow with new clients. Plus, product improvements can only come from those who are already using it.
Ingenious Med is committed to helping clients reach their goals through the use of our application, One
by Ingenious Med. In addition to our team of nearly 20 hunters, we also have approximately a dozen
farmers working hand in hand with our clients to make sure our product and services are guiding them
toward the right side of healthcare.
In basic business terms, we understand that our clients’ growth means growth for us as well. So, we
are committed to offering more … success, anyone?
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Interoperability for patient centeredness is an industry
imperative
By: Todd Charest, Chief Innovation and Product Officer for Ingenious Med
The network effect and interoperability
The network effect is the term given to systems where the value of each
user is increased as the number of users on the system grows. The more
who use the product, service, standard or system, the higher its value
becomes to the group. This is important especially in healthcare as no
single entity, system or software has the complete 360-degree view of a
patient that is ideal for improving health outcomes.
Enter interoperability. According to the Healthcare Information Management Systems Society (HIMSS),
interoperability is the ability of different information technology systems and software applications to
communicate, exchange data and use the information that has been exchanged. In essence, it enables
health information systems to work together within and across organizational boundaries in order to
advance the effective delivery of healthcare for individuals and communities.
These are critical definitions and also industry imperatives as we consider the current shift underway
toward “The Right Side of Healthcare.”
Sharing data to achieve a “person-centric” view of health
The healthcare system has historically operated in silos often organized by place of service, medical
specialty or acuity. The system focused on workflows, systems, data needs, and best practices that
were specific to a segment of the patient’s health experience but not the longitudinal patient view over
time. Whole systems were designed to support a narrow segment of the patient workflow, including
specialty and acuity-based systems such as practice management systems and electronic health
record systems.
While these advancements were needed to incrementally advance beyond paper to digital assets that
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can now more easily be shared, we need a more longitudinal patient view if we are to achieve “health
outcomes” and not just “treatment outcomes”. The shift of risk-baring entities and payers (you and me,
ultimately) to become a “purchaser of quality services” and not just a “payer of claims” requires that the
industry take a more holistic view of the patient’s health and recovery.
Patients are complex, and healthcare is a team sport. So, to truly achieve improved health outcomes,
we must work together and share information across the silos of information that persist across place of
service and specialty.
Supporting interoperability and healthier patient populations
If interoperability is required to achieve improved patient and community health outcomes, what efforts
are underway to accelerate this imperative and how can we help?
The Office of the National Coordinator for Health Information Technology (ONC for HIT) has been
advancing interoperability since 2004, but it wasn’t until 2009 and the passage of the HITECH Act that
it was charged with building an interoperable, private and secure nationwide health information system
and supporting the widespread, meaningful use of health information technology.
The HITECH Act established definitions and tied incentives to the meaningful use of information
technology. The initial focus was on moving from paper to electronic health record systems with the
current and future roadmap focused more on sharing data between these new digital systems.
In October 2015, The ONC for HIT shared the Nationwide Interoperability Roadmap that is a 10-year
vision to achieve an interoperable health infrastructure. A second report, The 2016 Interoperability
Standards Advisory document, was published in December 2015. This report identifies and assesses
the best available standards and implementation specifications for supporting clinical health
interoperability. Both reports have a strategic focus and plan to continue to advance the sharing of
health information between traditional care settings toward a more person-centric view of health
information.
In conclusion, all those working in healthcare should take an active interest in understanding how they
can continue to align and focus their organizations to help achieve and influence these standards that
together will help improve interoperability. The more stakeholders that adopt these standards the more
the true benefits of the network effect will take hold and, as a person, a community and a country, we
can achieve better health.
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Section Three

Miscellaneous Writing
Samples
Previous Employers

To provide a broader scope of writing samples, I’ve included a few miscellaneous items from
previous employers, including:
• a JLL white paper on distribution center design that was so well-received that we
had it translated to five different languages and it was used by teams around the
globe
• a JLL by-lined article that I wrote on behalf of one of our experts and it was
published in the Atlanta Business Journal
• ad copy for both JLL and Georgia Tech’s Supply Chain and Logistics Institute’s
professional education courses
• two JLL press releases
• a Georgia Tech Manufacturing Research Institute monthly newsletter send to
industry research partners around the world
• a Georgia Electric Membership Corporation economic and community development
newsletter that was sent to chambers of commerce around the state of Georgia each
quarter

Perspectives
on distribution center design

New demands drive distribution center design
Wide-ranging changes in the supply
chain and logistics field are prompting
modifications in the way distribution
centers and warehouses are designed.
As retail sales escalate and just-intime deliveries grow increasingly
important, the supply chain
and logistics industries rise in
significance to the U.S. and world
economies. The backbone of the
industry is the distribution center,
where products are stored and
shipped to businesses or individual
customers. Distribution centers not
only need to be strategically located
to move product quickly to the most
people possible, but they now must
be designed in a way that improves
productivity and meets corporate
strategies. The largest drivers of
distribution center design change
include energy and maintenance
cost reductions, taller ceiling heights,
labor shortages and evolving
building codes.
Corporate bottom lines push
energy efficiency
Distribution of product doesn’t come
cheaply, and that is having an effect
on distribution center design. The
cost of total logistics in 2011 rose 6.6
percent to $1.28 trillion, according to
the 2012 State of Logistics Report,
compared to the previous year.
Logistics costs as a percent of Gross
Domestic Product also rose 2.6
percent to 8.5 percent last year.1
As fuel costs and wages continue
to rise, companies must find ways

to compensate for transportation
costs. One way of recouping these
costs is to build more cost-effective
distribution centers. Energy efficient
design changes have been a key to
meeting these goals, including:
• Prismatic skylights and daylight
harvesting
• LED lighting for cold storage
facilities
• Solar systems
Prismatic skylights and daylight
harvesting
The basic design for warehouse
and distribution facilities make
them a natural fit for daylight
harvesting and skylights. Large
open structures with a relatively
small number of employees
provide an environment well-suited
for energy efficiency through
the use of natural light versus
manufactured lighting.
Skylights allow natural sunlight to
filter into a distribution center from
the roof. The prismatic lens skylight is
a new product that scatters the light
rather than projecting a concentrated
hot spot of light. In addition, the
prisms of the skylight diffuse sunlight
to provide optimum lighting for the
work environment, reducing the need
for electric lighting.

These skylights can provide
illuminance levels of 50 foot candles
or more. Standard lighting in a
distribution center ranges from 20
foot candles to 30 foot candles.
Daylight harvesting can further
reduce energy costs, especially
when combined with prismatic
skylights. Photo sensors are similar
to the more commonly used motion
sensors that turn off lights when
there is no activity in a portion of
the facility. The photo sensors turn
off lights when skylights produce
sufficient natural light in the facility.
These adjustable photo sensors
can be set to allow for adequate
lighting on cloudy days or any low
light conditions. Incremental controls
only turn on the required number of

primary costs of operating a cold
storage distribution center is the
cost associated with temperature
control. According to Sustainable
Facility Magazine, a refrigerated
distribution center can see energy
costs comprising more than 25
percent of a cold storage facility’s
overall operating costs.2 Generally
speaking, lighting systems and
refrigeration systems work against
one another with lights generating
heat while refrigeration reduces
temperatures by removing heat from
the facility.

LED lighting offers a solution to
this problem. The Federal Energy
Management Program (FEMP)
reported in a study that LED lights
helped reduce energy usage and
energy costs
at the Defense
As fuel costs and wages continue to
Commissary
Agency’s
rise, companies must find ways to
worldwide
compensate for transportation costs ...
chain of
Energy efficient design changes have
commissaries,
been key to meeting these goals.
which include
cold storage
facilities. The
fluorescent tubes in each fixture to
report shows that LED light output
meet the desired light levels.
improves in colder climates. At -15
degrees Fahrenheit, lumen output
Together prismatic lens and daylight
of the LED light is about 18 percent
harvesting may produce a short
greater than at room temperature.
payback on the investment, typically
within one to three years.
In addition, FEMP reported that
lighting power in the freezer storage
rooms was reduced 85 percent from
LED lighting for cold storage
3,600 watts to 540 watts. Overall,
It is not surprising that one of the
1
Council of Supply Chain Management Professionals and Penske, 2012 State of
Logistics Report®, June 2012
2
Sustainable Facility Magazine, LED Luminares Help Cool Costs, April 2010

Dock injuries cost distribution centers money and good employees. As a result, more effort is going into designing safer work environments for dock employees.
Included in these changes are installing pneumatic or hydraulic levelers, vehicle restraints, and LED lights.

the move to LED from incandescent
lights in the cold storage rooms
saved the agency $4,561 per year in
energy costs and reduced usage by
26,659 kWh. The cost to install came
in at $14,400, meaning the payback
of the upgrade was realized within
3.2 years.
Also, maintenance of the LED
lights was much improved over the
previously used incandescent lamps.
FEMP explained that the LED lights
will provide five years of useful
service, while the incandescent
lamps previously used required
replacement more than eight times
a year.3
Solar systems
The return on investment for solar
panel installations has kept this trend
on the back burner to some degree.
Many company’s developing new
distribution centers, however, are
extremely interested in solar. So, as
the cost per watt of solar equipment
reduces with increased demand, the
trend of including solar installations
will likely grow. On average, it
takes about six to 10 years to see
payback on investments, with prices
averaging $2.50 to $2.75 per DC watt
for multi-crystalline cell solar panels.

Low maintenance design reduces
long-term costs
In addition to energy savings,
companies are lowering long-term
costs in distribution centers by
including low-maintenance design
elements. Two of the newest
solutions are northern climate roofs
and low-shrink floors.
Use of white roofs is relatively
commonplace for distribution
centers. These “cool roofs” use
solar-reflective surfaces to maintain
lower roof temperatures, decrease

water builds up between the roofing
membrane and the rigid insulation.
This condensation buildup leads to
premature rust and ultimate failure of
roof decking.
Several solutions have proven
effective such as:
• Adding a vapor barrier to deflect
condensation
• Staggering two layers of roof
insulation
• Adhering the roofing membrane
directly to the deck

Low-shrink
floors
With distribution and logistics demands
Low-shrink
on the rise, some companies also are
floors also
help reduce
opting to improve productivity within
maintenance
their warehouse facilities. Many are doing
costs in the
so through better utilization of space.
long term.
Low-shrinkage
concrete
air-conditioning needs, improve
minimizes the likelihood of
indoor thermal comfort for spaces,
uncontrolled cracking and curling,
and extend roof life by decreasing
or warping, of the floor over time.
the operating temperature.
Low-shrink floors enable saw cut
control joints to be spaced farther
Northern climate roofs
apart, resulting in less maintenance.
Recently, a condensation problem
The lower number of joints in a
has emerged with cool roofs in
warehouse floor also result in
northern climates. Because cool
lower equipment replacement
roofs do not generate the heat
to dry out the condensation, the
3
4

costs. Tires that typically wear from
driving over more floor cracks and
joints last longer and require fewer
replacements.
Distribution centers focus on new
clear heights
With distribution and logistic
demands on the rise, some
companies also are looking to
improve productivity within their
warehouse facilities. Many are doing
so through better utilization of space
by going “higher.” For many years,
32-foot clear height has been the
standard for warehouse structures.
However, with increased demands,
higher logistics costs, and a need for
efficiency, 36-foot clear heights or
higher are now taking center stage in
distribution center design.
According to a recent study by HPA
Architects, there is opportunity to
increase pallet capacity of a building
footprint by 12 percent to 25 percent
by utilizing a 36-foot clear height
versus the old 32-foot standard.
For example, in a 32-foot clear
building, the study shows that an
occupant can stack 64-inch pallet
loads five high—64-inch pallet loads
make up approximately 50 percent
of the market. With a 36-foot clear

Federal Energy Management Program, Spotlight on Design
HPA Inc., Supersized Distribution Facilities (Want fries with that?)

building, that number can increase
to six high for a 20 percent increase
in pallet positions. In addition, for
e-commerce-style buildings, 36-foot
clear heights provide additional
space for mezzanine, conveyors
and various pick modules that
small package consumer deliveries
require.
There are a few trade-offs for
increasing clear heights to 36-feet,
however, including increased fire
protection standards and the need
for smooth, flat floors. In terms of
fire protection, the National Fire
Protection Association approved two
early suppression, fast response
(ESFR) sprinkler configurations for
36-foot clear height buildings storing
class I-IV and cartoned, unexpanded
plastics. Those configurations
include in-ceiling K-22.4 or K-25.3
heads at 40 pounds per square
inch that allow maximum storage
heights of 40 feet under a maximum
deck height of 45 feet. No in-rack
sprinklers are required, except in
storing exposed, uncartoned and
unexpanded plastics.4
Also, floors need to be level and flat
in order to maintain rack stability
and safe operation of equipment in
higher storage zones.
Labor shortages promote
employee-friendly design
Another growing development
in the supply chain and logistics
industry is the decreasing number
of qualified employees. According
to the World Economic Forum’s
(WEF) Logistics & Supply Chain
Industry 2012 report, it is estimated
that 25 percent of all industry
costs are staff related, making it
essential to attract high-caliber
employees at all levels. However,
one WEF council member, the editor
and CEO of Transport Intelligence,
conducted an international survey of
logistics executives that showed twothirds, or 68 percent, of respondents
had trouble finding qualified staff.5

With the rapid increase in
e-commerce and logistics software
development, warehouses and
distribution centers will need to
attract more technologically adept
employees. As a result, many
companies are improving the
basic design of their distribution
centers and warehouses to attract
high-caliber employees and be the
employee of choice in their markets.
To do so, companies are
incorporating safety and comfort
elements such as:
• Heating, ventilation and airconditioning (HVAC) systems
• High-volume, low-speed (HVLS)
fans
• Night purge ventilation
• Automatic dock levelers
• Vehicle restraints
• LED lighting at dock doors
HVAC, HVLS and night flushing
offer cooler environments
One highly appreciated solution,
especially in southern climates, has
been to include HVAC in distribution
center design. HVAC offers a more
comfortable work environment for
warehouse employees, especially in
locations that experience extreme
weather conditions. Employers can
balance the cost and benefit of the
HVAC system through selection of
the design temperatures. HVAC

As an alternative to HVAC, in some
climates, companies are improving
the workspace through better air
circulation with the use of highvolume, low-speed (HVLS) fans.
These large blade fans typically
range from eight feet to 32 feet in
diameter. HVLS fans operate at
a low rotational speed to provide
cooling without the noise and air
velocity nuisance of high velocity
fans.
For another
economical
solution, some
companies
are including
night purge
ventilation in
their distribution
center design.
Generally speaking, night purge
ventilation, or night flushing, simply
requires ventilation openings be
closed during the daytime hours and
open at night to flush out the warm
air. From a climatic perspective,
night flushing is suitable for climates
with a relatively high temperature
range from day to night—with
nighttime temperatures below 70
degrees Fahrenheit.6

Many companies are improving the
basic design of their distribution centers
and warehouses to attract high-caliber
employees and be the employee of choice
in their markets.

systems also vary greatly in
design and performance efficiency.
Care should be exercised in the
programming phase to evaluate
the options along with any potential
energy rebates.

World Economic Forum, Outlook on the Logistics & Supply Chain Industry 2012,
June 2012
6
AutoDesk® Sustainability Workshop
5

As companies struggle to reduce costs, more warehouses are incorporating
energy efficient design elements to cut operating costs.

For best results, the system should
be automated. If controlled manually,
staff or maintenance may miss
opening and closing windows at
optimal times. Mechanized windows
or ventilation louvers that are set on
a timer or a thermostat-driven control
system provide the best solution.
Dock safety improves appeal
to workers
Dock safety has also become
a focus for distribution design.
Installation of pneumatic or hydraulic
levelers, which typically cost more
than manual levelers, is on the
rise. But these are safer and more
ergonomic for the user. These
systems use a control panel to
operate the leveler, reducing the risk
of injury by keeping personnel off
of the leveler to manually position
the equipment. The push button
operation also means personnel are
not required to bend or pull to deploy
the leveler, reducing opportunity for
injuries.
Vehicle restraints further enhance
the safety of a modern loading
dock. These restraints lock trailers
into position at the dock, reducing
the risk of early departure or trailer

The code for 250-feet egress distances will revert back to 400 feet in 2015. The change came about as a result of several California organizations and the
National Association of Industrial and Office Properties Association lobbying the International Code Council.

creep that lead to hazardous
conditions and dock accidents. More
companies are opting to incorporate
this feature.

fails, and maintenance staff will not
have to replace the lights as often.
LED lights are typically brighter than
traditional incandescent lights.

LED lights at the dock offer a
two-fold benefit. First, LED lights
reduce energy consumption by
approximately 80 percent versus
incandescent or halogen bulbs.
But, more importantly, LEDs
provide longer-lasting use and less
maintenance. This means that dock
workers are less likely to work in
unlit conditions when a light bulb

Building standard changes alter
distribution center design
In 2009, the International Code
Council reduced the egress distance
for warehouse structures from 400
feet to 250 feet. As a result, new
building designs had to increase
the number of doors on the building
perimeter to compensate for the
shorter egress distances.
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However, the building code standard
is set to change again. After a
lobbying campaign by the National
Association of Industrial and Office
Properties, the California Business
Properties Association, the California
Fire Marshall and others, the code
will revert back to the 400-foot
standard in 2015.
Until that time, however, the current
code requiring a 250-foot standard
has been revised, allowing for a 400foot exit distance for large industrial
properties that meet the following
criteria:
• The portion of the building is
limited to one story in height
• The minimum height from the
finished floor to the bottom of the
ceiling, roof slab or deck is 24 feet
• The building is equipped
throughout with an automatic fire
sprinkler system
Conclusion
The supply chain and logistics
industry continues to see rapid
growth, and it is playing an
increasingly important role in the
world economy. The pressure on
companies to “work smarter” extends
to all areas of their operations—
including the design of distribution
facilities. The focus of each company
varies with their unique mission and
financial abilities. This ever-changing
focus impacts the way distribution
facilities are designed and operated.

For some companies, the first
priority is on sustainability, or LEED
certification. These companies will
pursue design advances in energy
savings, water reduction, and other
design enhancements.
For others, the first priority is on
quality and stability of the workforce.
They strive to be the employer of
choice by creating a convenient,
comfortable work environment.
Other design choices include low first
cost to minimize capital investment,
or, low operating and maintenance
cost by investing in a higher grade of
building design.
In practice, the design of a
distribution facility is a balance of all
these design components. Careful
consideration should be given
to these recent design changes,
as well as the more established
design practices during the early
programming stages of design.
One thing is certain, design changes
to distribution centers will continue
to evolve to help industries meet
growth demands and corporate
objectives.
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Foreign-investment led projects blossom
Brian Terrell, Jones Lang LaSalle Inc.
Where there’s a will, there’s a way.
This is as true in real estate as it is in any industry.
And for many in the metro Atlanta market, the recently extended Employment-based Fifth
Category Visa for Immigrant Investors (EB-5) Regional Center program is the way to get capitalstarved projects off the ground.
EB-5 regional centers, which serve specific geographic markets, identify applicants with promising
local developments and then market those projects to foreign investors by offering a temporary,
two-year visa in exchange for investment. If EB-5 requirements are met – 10 jobs in two years per
$1 million in investment – then the temporary visa may be converted to a permanent visa for
foreign investors and their families.
While construction lending remains tight and high loan-to-cost ratios continue, the EB-5 Regional
Center program offers an alternative financing route for projects, especially if they require new real
estate construction. In general, EB-5 financing will cover approximately 20 percent to 70 percent of
a project depending on the number of jobs created.
Metro Atlanta Takes Advantage of EB-5 Financing
Although the program has been in existence since the 1990s, it has blossomed under the economic
conditions of the last several years, including examples here in metro Atlanta. On Dec. 18, 2012,
one of the largest EB-5 projects, Bolton Park LP, held a kick-off celebration for the Bolton Park
student-housing complex in the city of Atlanta. The 228-unit Class A apartment complex has
numerous international investors that were recruited through the EB-5 program. As part of the site
location process, this project has been approved for development in 28 counties in the metro area.
This unique project will market to international families wanting to send their children to private
schools in the United States, targeting specifically ninth through 12th grade children. The goal is to
make arrangements for students to attend Atlanta’s private high schools in order to guide them
into prestigious U.S. universities. Potentially the target audience could expand to include college
and post-graduate renters. Because of the nature of this development, a wide variety of services
http://www.bizjournals.com/atlanta/real_talk/2013/02/foreign-investment-led-projects-blossom.html?s=print
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will be required to support and chaperone high school-aged children, including dine-in facilities,
laundry service, tutors, transportation, dorm parents, and more.
Bolton Park LP is a limited partnership between domestic and foreign partner investors and
organized by Georgia Regional Center, LLC, a private EB-5 project entity designated by U.S.
Immigration and Citizenship Service (USCIS). Other major players of the Bolton Park student
housing project include CDRX Development (Developer), Jones Lang LaSalle (Development
Manager), Niles Bolton Associates (Architect) and Fortune-Johnson (General Contractor).
The Bolton Park project is located in a Tax Allocation District, as well as a targeted employment
area (TEA) – an area experiencing unemployment of at least 150 percent of the national average
at the time of investment. By locating in a TEA, the EB-5 program allows the EB-5 foreign investors
to invest at a lower level of $500,000 per 10 jobs.
Without EB-5 funding, the Bolton Park project would not have taken off. The same can be said of a
number of other EB-5 projects around metro Atlanta:
• a 96-room Courtyard by Marriott in Kennesaw, GA, near Town Center Mall in Cobb County;
• a 192-unit luxury retirement center, known as Lafayette Senior Living, in Fayetteville, GA, just
south of Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta International Airport;
• the Promised Land at East Lake, which is a 95-bed assisted living and memory care facility in
Atlanta; and
• a 178-unit senior living community in Cumming, Forsyth County, GA.
As this list of projects may suggest, the EB-5 model is more conducive to certain types of projects
than others – primarily those that create a high level of permanent jobs. Hotels, medical facilities
and senior/assisted living facilities, in particular, have found a reliable financial partner in the EB-5
program.
EB-5 Investments Soar
And because EB-5 investors are primarily concerned with receiving visas, return rates on
investments do not take as high a priority. For capital-seeking projects this is good news, as the
EB-5 program serves not only as an alternative source of financing, but a low-cost one at that. Add
in a down economy, and the program has seen unprecedented growth in the last few years.
In fact, the Association to Invest in the USA (IIUSA), the national trade association for active EB-5
regional centers, reports that fiscal year 2012 experienced the highest utilization of the program
since its inception in 1990 with 7,641 visas issued. This more than doubles the approximately
3,500 visas issued in FY2011, and well outpaces the 1,885 issued in FY2010.
Mainland China easily leads the pack for EB-5 investing in the United States, representing 6,124 of
the 7,600-plus visas issued in FY2012. Mainland China is followed, at quite a distance, by South
Korea with 447 visas, China-Taiwanese born with 148 visas, Venezuela with 109, and Iran with 81
http://www.bizjournals.com/atlanta/real_talk/2013/02/foreign-investment-led-projects-blossom.html?s=print
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visas.
EB-5 Visa Program Nears Quota for Some
The program provides up to 10,000 visas a year, 3,000 of which are set aside for rural and highunemployment areas that require less investment. However, there is a per country limit in place.
Typically, nationals of a single country can only receive 7 percent of the visas in any particular visa
category unless the worldwide quota for that category has not been met. As the number of EB-5
visas inch closer to 10,000, waiting lists for mainland China-born investors are looking like a reality.
The limits are expected to become relevant for mainland Chinese EB-5 stakeholders during the
second half of fiscal 2013.
For regional centers, this means marketing strategies will most likely change as well. If mainland
China investors are put on waiting lists, then the regional centers will need to focus on investors
from other countries to raise funds.
Although there may be a few snags as we move toward meeting the world quota for EB-5 visas,
the program continues to draw investment to the United States. When fully utilized, IIUSA
estimates that the program will contribute $2 billion-plus in foreign direct investment in the U.S.
economy each year. Since 2005, EB-5 regional centers have invested more than $4.2 billion of
foreign capital in the United States, creating more than 85,000 jobs.
As the economy continues to drag, especially in metro Atlanta, this program will continue to have
appeal.
With ongoing changes taking place at the federal level and quotas possibly coming to fruition,
however, it is important for investors and project developers to identify a knowledgeable partner to
help navigate the changing EB-5 waters, as it may remain one of the most feasible sources of
capital for some time to come.
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Georgia Braces for BRAC
Imagine the impact of Delta Air Lines, Coca-Cola Co., Lockheed
Martin Aeronautics, CNN, Russell Corp., BellSouth Telecommunications
and Georgia-Pacific all closing their Georgia operations. The state would
be devastated, losing approximately 63,000 jobs. That number, however,
is just a drop in the bucket compared with the number of jobs on the line
under the federal government’s Base Realignment and Closure (BRAC)
program, which will make its next round of military installation cuts
in 2005.
Although we tend to think of the impact manufacturers and service
companies have on our economy, the military is also a major employer in
the state. Altogether, Georgia’s 13 military installations contribute $21
billion annually to the state’s economy and provide 120,000 jobs. Any
facility closure would have a dramatic impact on the state’s economy.

Planning Ahead
Georgia joins Texas, California, Virginia, Florida and Arizona in having
the most active military bases heading into the 2005 BRAC process. In
order to maintain that status, Gov. Sonny Perdue has charged the Georgia
Chamber of Commerce with raising $300,000 to help retain the state’s
military installations.

money, or they can join a CAG (see table for contact information).
Browning also points out that just because a community is not home to
a military installation does not mean a closing won’t affect the area.
“Robins Air Force Base impacts the economy of 22 counties,” he says.
“And Fort McPherson’s salaries are spent in a number of counties
including Henry, Fulton and Fayette.”

Community Action Group Leaders
Location

Point of Contact

Phone

Augusta
Athens
Marietta
East Point/Forest Park
Warner Robins
Columbus
Albany
Savannah/Hinesville
Valdosta
St. Marys

Larry DeMeyers
Jim LaBoon
Don Beaver
Tom Salter
Ron Smith
Joey Loudermilk
Jeff Sinyard
Tom Ratcliffe
Tim Carroll
Jim Wells

(706) 722-0037
(706) 357-7131
(770) 859-2342
(770) 478-0801
(478) 922-3777
(706) 596-3733
(229) 435-6258
(912) 369-8000
(229) 244-0928
(912) 882-3601

EMCs Offer Help
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On Jan. 7, Georgia Electric Membership Corp., Georgia Transmission
Corp. and Oglethorpe Power Corp. donated $15,000 to support GMACC
and the Chamber in their efforts. This represents the largest corporate
contribution to date and accounts for 5 percent of the total
fund-raising goals.
“We know how vital it is to protect the thousands of men and women
who serve at these military facilities,” says A. Paul Wood, president/CEO
with Georgia Electric Membership Corp., the statewide trade association
for Georgia’s 42 electric membership cooperatives. “The electric
cooperatives want to do our part to work with community and military
leaders to prevent closings or at least minimize the damage, if they occur.”
“This donation will go a long way in aiding state efforts, says Browning,
who adds, “I’d like to rally other corporate leaders to join us in addressing
one of the most vital issues to come before our state in a decade.”

The Georgia Military Affairs Coordinating Committee (GMACC) has
joined the Georgia Chamber of Commerce to raise funds, which will help
cover operating costs and assist communities with necessary studies
highlighting the value of Georgia’s bases. GMACC will also assist the
Community Action Groups (CAGs) in military-base communities with
analyses that will be sent to the U.S. Department of Defense. GMACC’s
goal is to demonstrate the importance of the state’s military installations to
national security and to show that the bases are capable of growing and
accepting other missions.
Community involvement, says retired U.S Army Brig. Gen. Philip
Browning, executive director of GMACC, will be key to the state’s success
in avoiding closures. “Community support plays a large part in the
decision-making process,” he notes. “We’re at an important juncture, and
we need the help and support of military and civic leaders.”
An individual or corporation has two options for helping GMACC and
the Georgia Chamber of Commerce in their efforts. They can either donate

1

The G8 Summit will bring
leaders from Canada, France, Germany,
Italy, Japan, Russia, the United Kingdom
and the United States to Sea Island, June
9-10. This is an excellent platform to
support initiatives designed to portray
Georgia as an international location and
hub for global business and affairs.
More than 1,600 internationally owned
companies representing 39 countries
already operate in Georgia; this event
will offer an opportunity to tell their
stories to media from around the world.

2

Fast Facts

You can’t fight the numbers, and the
Georgia Department of Industry, Trade &
Tourism’s recent statistics show that
tourism is a major contributor to our
state’s economy. GDITT reports:
• 42 million visitors annually
• $23.9 billion tourist expenditures
• 207,100 tourism-related jobs
• $5.8 billion in resident wages
• $682 million in state tax revenue
• $367 in per household tax savings on
the state and local levels
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Governor Promotes
Entrepreneur, Small
Business Efforts
Georgia Rolls Out
the Red Carpet
Georgia’s annual Red Carpet Tour is set for
April 7-10. The four-day visit draws CEOs from
around the world to see why Georgia is the
place to be for business. The soft-sell approach
has been effective in the past, with tour guests
creating more than 23,000 jobs and investing
more than $3 billion in Georgia over the past
15 years.
Centered on The Masters golf tournament,
the tour takes corporate guests through metro
Atlanta, metro Augusta and one other region
each year—this year the third region is
Gainesville. To kick off the tour, guests are
invited to dinner at the Governor’s Mansion,
hosted by the Governor and the First Lady. The
next day, they fly on a chartered Delta Air Lines
jet, appropriately named Red Carpet One, to
Augusta where they learn about the business
community before spending a day on the
Augusta National Golf Club for the opening
round of The Masters. On Friday, guests will
visit with business and community leaders in
Gainesville to hear about the advantages of
doing business in Georgia. The group returns
to Augusta on Saturday to watch the third
round of The Masters.
The Georgia Chamber of Commerce puts
on the annual event to showcase the state’s
business environment to corporate decision
makers. Representatives from the Georgia
Department of Industry, Trade and Tourism;
Georgia Electric Membership Corp.; and other
Georgia Allies participate in the event. Typically,
40-50 guests take part in the tour.
For more information, please visit
www.gachamber.org.

Benjamin Disraeli once said, “There can be no
economy where there is no efficiency,” and
economy—the thrifty management of resources—can
make or break a startup business. Whether it’s time
or money, entrepreneurs and small businesses depend
on their ability to reserve such resources to stay
afloat and move forward. That’s why it’s so important
for governments to create efficiency by streamlining
processes for entrepreneurs.
With small businesses making up 97 percent of all
Georgia businesses, Gov. Sonny Perdue saw a great
need for improvement in the state’s processes and
announced the creation of the Georgia Entrepreneur
and Small Business Coordinating Network. The
Network will be managed by the Georgia Department
of Industry, Trade & Tourism’s Office of Entrepreneur
and Small Business Development, and it is
responsible for making recommendations to improve
the support of minority business startups, rural and
agriculture-focused entrepreneurs, entrepreneur
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education in the school systems, and community
small business assistance.
“Entrepreneurship drives our state’s economy and
creates thousands of jobs for the people of Georgia,”
says Perdue. “The best hope for broad economic
recovery, especially for rural Georgia, is helping small
business and entrepreneurs succeed. We must ensure
that entrepreneurs and small businesses are a valued
and central component of our overall economic
development strategy.”
The Network, which was established by an
executive order, will also create an advisory council,
comprised of local entrepreneurs, small business
owners and non-profit support groups, to provide
insight and advice on future endeavors. An
entrepreneur and small business Web site will be
created to allow Georgia communities and businesses
to access state, federal and non-profit information.
GDITT Director of Entrepreneur and Small
Business Development Mary Ellen Massello will
coordinate the Network and is responsible for the
development of the Web site. GDITT is also
transitioning its regional marketing managers to help
communities set up entrepreneurial programs and
provide them with access to statewide programs and
sources of funds. The transition of these positions
began on April 1.
“This is not another feel-good governmental
steering committee,” Perdue explained. “I expect and
will demand concrete results that support our
economic recovery and a culture change in how we
do the people’s business.”
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